BIO CUBE
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TM

HIGH FRAGRANCE BIO-ENZYME CLEANER & DEODORISER

Breakthrough bio‐enzyme urinal
technology with potent fragrance system.
Bio Cube™ now blocks stronger smelling
than most urinal mats, longer lasting with
Ultra High Compression Technology.
Proven to remove odours, maintain, clean
& deodorise urinals, traps & pipes.
GREEN CLEANING TECHNOLOGY

Recent breakthroughs in science &
technology have helped us to understand
how by using the correct good or
beneficial bacteria virtually any dirt build
up, stain, odour, septic system, FOG’s
(fats, oils, greases) or even hydrocarbon
based oil stains can be safely cleaned,
bio-degraded & removed quicker & more
cost effectively than traditional harmful
chemicals. The bacteria in Bio Cube™ is
extremely intelligent. They determine
what type of organic problem they are
being applied to, & then selectively
produce the right combination of
enzymes to effectively biodegrade their
intended target. The process is similar to
how your stomach automatically knows
how to break down different food types,
only our products are exponentially more
powerful. The incredible thing is that
once the target has effectively been
neutralized, the only by-products of this
process are water & carbon dioxide!

Urinal Blocks™

Long after traditional harsh chemicals
have stopped working, the bacteria &
enzymes in Bio Cube™ keep tirelessly
soldiering away on a microscopic level
for many hours, days or even weeks later,
depending on application. As long as
there is a food source, the good bacteria
in our Bio Cube™ keeps on reproducing at
an exponential rate & biodegrading per
their application as intended. The more
the product is applied, the more robust
& efficient the colony becomes. Not only
are BioClean products completely
eco-friendly, bio- degradable & safe to
use, they are produced sustainably &
responsibly in small laboratories, where
their equivalent chemical counterparts
require massive large scale environment
polluting factories, or extensive land
swallowing plantations.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Bio Cube™ has been specially designed to
clean & reduce odour problems, being
environmentally friendly when compared
to conventional chemical & or PDB Bio
Cubes.
Each biological block contains powerful
biological cleaning agents, which are
proven to maintain, clean, deodorise
urinals as well as the traps and pipes.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

• Removes the cause of odours
• Suitable for most types of urinals /
troughs
• Prevents blocked traps & pipes
• Contains non-pathogenic
microorganisms
• Contains a pleasant fragrance that aids
in neutralizing odours
• Cleans the urinal & freshens the toilet
cubicle
PROPERTY
COMPANY
• Nontoxic
& harmless
to theSAVINGS
environment
• Non irritant
CHARACTERISTICS

Consortium of Natural Bacteria
Appearance: Solid block
Colour: Blue
Odour: Citrus
Total CFU count: 8 x 107
Weight: 40g/block
RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Bio Cube™ is suitable for use in most types
of urinals, stainless steel, porcelain, &
ceramic troughs. Bacterial enzyme blocks
should be used in washrooms with a
history of odour problems, cleaning
or pipe & u-trap problems.
PACKAGING/ SHELL LIFE/ STORAGE

Store in a cool, dry place. Avoid excessive
inhalation. Wash hands thoroughly after
handling. Available - by units 40g each
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